






https://www.alertcommunications.com/


The        Very responsive to messages badge shows people which Pages 
respond quickly and consistently to private messages. To get the badge, 
your Page must have achieved both of the following over the last 7 days:

● A response rate of 90%
● A response time of 15 minutes

When your Page has the badge, anyone can see it. When your Page 
doesn't have the badge, only people who help manage your Page can see 
responsiveness info on your Page.

If you have someone leave the Facebook messenger window open.

Learn how response rate and response time are defined for your Page.

https://www.facebook.com/help/1625715647696553?helpref=faq_content


2. Intake and Communication



11 Basic Skills of Hospitality
1. Smiling

a. Creates a friendly atmosphere and shows you’re happy to help.

2. Greeting
a. A clear and warm greeting will help calm the prospect.

3. Conversing
a. People love to hear their name, so once you have it, use it!

4. Using proper telephone etiquette
a. Be prompt and avoid putting people on hold. If necessary, thank them for their patience. 

5. Providing assistance
a. All staff should be able to assist when needed and offer further assistance at the end of each 

conversation.

6. Giving attention
a. It’s the little things that make someone feel comfortable. Keep them up-to-date!

Source: https://www.slideshare.net/ImtheKiller/guest-services-in-hospitality-industry



11 Basic Skills of Hospitality
7. Providing positive endings

a. Don’t let people leave with a bad taste in their mouth if 
you can help it.

8. Following through
a. Did you receive feedback? Respond to reviews, and 

follow through with requests.

9. Maintaining a positive attitude
a. Positive thoughts bring positive outcomes :)

10. Making positive decisions
a. Keep your emotions out of it. It can be hard when it’s 

your name on the door.

11. Keeping a sense of humor
a. 10 ways to keep your sense of humor

Source: https://www.slideshare.net/ImtheKiller/guest-services-in-hospitality-industry

http://aimhappy.com/keep-your-sense-of-humor/


Intake and Communication
1. Establish a lead intake system.

a. Do you have a clear chain of operations for potential client interactions?
b. Do you have dynamic intake forms to streamline and track the process?
c. Consider a more robust intake software solution like Captorra.

2. Define each staff member’s job duties and tasks.
a. Are potential clients going to speak with an attorney and if so, when? 
b. In other industries, this is referred to as project management. Do you have clear definitions on 

who gets what, when, and where?

3. Clearly communicate next steps.
a. If you need more information communicate what, when, and how that information should be 

gathered.
b. If you’re taking their case, clearly communicate the next steps.
c. If you’re not taking their case, let them know if there are other options available to them and if 

there aren’t, console (if needed) and gently end the conversation.

http://www.captorra.com/


3. Moving Forward...or Not



Moving Forward...or Not
1. Funnels for both accepted and 

declined.
a. Do you have an onboarding email/direct mail 

campaign for clients?
b. How about a campaign for those not moving 

forward?

2. Keep communications lines open!
a. The majority of bad reviews come from poor 

ongoing communication.
b. Are you continuing to keep clients in the 

loop?

3. Case management software will help.
a. What are you currently using?
b. Are you happy and what is it missing?



4. Maintaining the Relationship



Maintaining the Relationship
1. Conditional review request.

a. Would you recommend us to friends/family?
i. Yes: Send them to leave a review
ii. No: Send them to a feedback page, so they can let you know what happend.

b. Focus on 1 or 2 review sites at a time and build from there.

2. Stay relevant with newsletters.
a. Are you doing a print newsletter?
b. Are you doing an email newsletter?

i. New DSS feature allows you to pdf email newsletters with a click.

3. Are they following you on social media?
a. Good way to keep in touch and show your community efforts.
b. Make it part of the onboarding process.

4. Reachout unexpectedly.
a. Birthday cards/gifts can go a long way in getting them to continue referring.



Building Relationships

https://www.fosterwebmarketing.com/case_results/reputation-management-success-story.cfm
https://www.dhclaw.com/library/DHC-Navigator-Mar-Apr-2018.pdf
https://www.dhclaw.com/library/DHC-Navigator-Mar-Apr-2018.pdf



